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Introduction 
 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

The main purpose of this book, Steel Design for the PE Civil and SE Exams, is to be a 
study reference for engineers and students who are preparing to take either the PE civil 
structural exam or the SE exam, both of which are given by the National Council of 
Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES). These exams—even the breadth 
section of the PE civil exam, which is more general in its scope—often contain 
structural questions that go beyond the basics. If you want to be prepared for all 
questions in steel design, this book will give you the thorough review you need. 

However, anyone who wants to learn more about the most current steel design methods 
can benefit from this book. It can serve as a guide for those who are studying on their 
own or as a text in a formal course. 

After a quick review of some basics in the early chapters, each chapter in turn explores 
in greater detail a different aspect of steel design. Among the topics covered are 

• loads and load combinations 
• analysis methods 
• design of beams, columns, and plate girders 
• design of members under combined stresses 
• design of composite members 
• bolted and welded connections 

Many examples are included with detailed, step-by-step solutions to show you how to 
attack various kinds of problems and apply the relevant code criteria. The principles, 
equations, and information that you’ll learn in this book are those you will need to 
solve the kinds of problems in structural steel that you’re most likely to encounter on 
the PE civil structural and SE exams. 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED AS YOU STUDY 

Steel Design for the PE Civil and SE Exams is designed to complement and be used 
with PPI’s PE Civil Reference Manual (CERM) or SE Structural Engineering 
Reference Manual (STRM). If you’re studying for the PE civil exam or the SE exam, 
then your basic text should be CERM or STRM, respectively. 

As you study this book, you will also need to have by your side the Steel Construction 
Manual, fourteenth edition, published by the American Institute of Steel Construction 
(hereafter referred to as the AISC Manual). An earlier edition will not suffice, as the 
changes introduced in the fourteenth edition are considerable. (The most important 
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differences between the thirteenth and fourteenth editions are summarized the end of 
this Introduction.) This book explains and clarifies those aspects of the AISC Manual 
that are most likely to come up during the PE civil and SE exams. But it isn’t a 
substitute, and the text will frequently assume that you can refer to the AISC Manual 
when needed. 

In this book, references to chapters, sections, figures, tables, and equations in the AISC 
Manual are so labeled, such as “AISC Manual Table 4-13” or “AISC Eq. J10-4.”  
References that don’t specify a source refer to this book; for example, “Figure 6.2” will 
be found in Chap. 6 of this book. 

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK 

Each chapter in this book treats a different topic. If you only want to brush up on a few 
specific subjects, you may want to study only those particular chapters. However, later 
chapters frequently build on concepts and information that have been set out in earlier 
chapters, and the book is most easily studied by reading the chapters in order. 

The PE civil and SE exams are open book, so as you study it is a good idea to mark 
pages in both the AISC Manual and this book that contain important information, such 
as tables, graphs, and commonly used equations, for quick reference during the exam. 
(Some states don’t allow removable tabs in books brought into the exam. Check with 
your state board, or use permanent tabs.) Become as familiar as possible with this book 
and with the AISC Manual. Remember that preparation and organization are just as 
important to passing the PE and SE exams as knowledge is. 

Throughout the book, example problems illustrate how to use the standard design 
principles, methods, and formulas to tackle common situations you may encounter on 
your exam. Take your time with these, and make sure you understand each example 
before moving ahead. Keep in mind, though, that in actual design situations there are 
often several correct solutions to the same problem. 

In the last chapter, you’ll find 37 practice problems. These are multiple-choice 
problems similar in scope, subject matter, and difficulty to problems you’ll encounter 
on the breadth and depth sections of the PE civil exam or the breadth sections of the SE 
exam. These problems cover the full range of steel design topics and show the variety 
of approaches needed to solve them. The topics covered by the problems are listed in 
Table I.1 at the end of this introduction. 

When you feel comfortable with the principles and methods taught by the example 
problems, work these practice problems under exam conditions. Try to solve them 
without referring to the solutions, and limit yourself to the tools and references you’ll 
have with you during the actual exam—an NCEES-approved calculator, pencil and 
scratch paper, and the references you plan to bring. 

After studying this book, you should be able to solve most common problems in 
structural steel, both on the exams and in real design applications. 
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TWO DESIGN METHODS: LRFD AND ASD 

Steel design problems on the PE and SE exams may be solved using either the load and 
resistance factor design (LRFD) method or the allowable strength design (ASD) 
method. You should plan to use whichever method is most familiar to you. If your 
classes in school emphasized one method, or if you routinely use one method at your 
job, then you should use that method on the exam. 

This book covers both methods. The principles that underlie the two methods are 
explained and compared in Chap. 3. Throughout the book, wherever the LRFD and 
ASD methods use different equations for a calculation, they are both given and 
explained. 

A particularly useful feature of this book is that example problems and practice 
problems are not given separate LRFD and ASD solutions. Instead, a single solution is 
presented for each problem, and when a step or a calculation is different in the two 
methods, the two versions are displayed side by side. This makes it very easy to 
compare the LRFD and ASD methods and see where they are similar and where they 
differ. In some solutions, you’ll find that the LRFD and ASD methods are substantially 
the same, differing in only one or two calculations along the way. In others, you’ll find 
that every calculation from beginning to end is different. Whichever method you are 
studying, your understanding of both methods and how they are related will increase as 
you use this book. 

ABOUT THE EXAMS 

The NCEES PE exam in civil engineering is an eight-hour exam consisting of two 
four-hour sections, which are separated by a one-hour lunch period. Each section 
contains 40 multiple-choice problems, and you must answer all problems in a section to 
receive full credit. There are no optional questions. The breadth section is taken in the 
morning by all examinees, and may include general steel problems. In the afternoon, 
you must select one of five depth sections: water resources and environmental, 
geotechnical, transportation, construction, or structural. The structural depth section 
covers a range of structural engineering topics including loads, analysis, mechanics of 
materials, materials, member design, design criteria, and other topics. 

The structural engineering (SE) exam is a 16-hour exam given in two parts, each part 
consisting of two four-hour sections separated by a one-hour lunch period. The first 
part—vertical forces (gravity/other) and incidental lateral—is given on a Friday. The 
second part—lateral forces (wind/earthquake)—takes place on a Saturday. 

Each part contains a breadth section, which is given in the morning, and a depth 
section, given in the afternoon. Each breadth section contains 40 multiple-choice 
problems that cover a range of structural engineering topics specific to vertical or 
lateral forces. Each depth section contains either three or four essay (design) problems. 
For each of the depth sections, you have a choice between two subject areas, bridges 
and buildings, but you must choose the same area for both depth sections. That is, if 
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you choose to take the buildings depth section during the first part, you must also take 
the buildings depth section during the second part. 

According to NCEES, the vertical forces (gravity/other) and incidental lateral depth 
section in buildings covers loads, lateral earth pressures, analysis methods, general 
structural considerations (e.g., element design), structural systems integration (e.g., 
connections), and foundations and retaining structures. The depth section in bridges 
covers gravity loads, superstructures, substructures, and lateral loads other than wind 
and seismic. It may also require pedestrian bridge and/or vehicular bridge knowledge. 

The lateral forces (wind/earthquake) depth section in buildings covers lateral forces, 
lateral force distribution, analysis methods, general structural considerations (e.g., 
element design), structural systems integration (e.g., connections), and foundations and 
retaining structures. The depth section in bridges covers gravity loads, superstructures, 
substructures, and lateral forces. It may also require pedestrian bridge and/or vehicular 
bridge knowledge. 

ABOUT THE STEEL CONSTRUCTION MANUAL, FOURTEENTH EDITION 

AISC published the fourteenth edition of its Steel Construction Manual (usually 
shortened to AISC Manual in this book) in 2011. Although the format of the fourteenth 
edition is similar to that of the thirteenth (2005), there are many differences, ranging 
from minor to significant, between the two editions. Many of these changes are 
contained in Part 16, Specification for Structural Steel Buildings (or AISC Specification 
for short). Using different editions of the AISC Manual interchangeably can lead to 
undesirable results, including over- or underdesigned structural elements. 

The 2015 edition of the International Building Code incorporates the provisions set 
forth in the fourteenth edition of the AISC Manual. Where authorities having 
jurisdiction have adopted the 2015 IBC, the use of the fourteenth edition of the AISC 
Manual is mandated. 

Perhaps the most significant change in the fourteenth edition is that Chap. C of the 
AISC Specification, Design for Stability, now specifies that required strengths (ASD or 
LRFD) are to be determined by the direct analysis method instead of by the effective 
length method. Discussion of the effective length method has been moved to App. 7 of 
the AISC Specification as an alternative that may be used if all other requirements of 
Chap. C are met. 

In the direct analysis method, notional lateral loads are applied to the frame to account 
for the initial imperfection of the members and out-of-plumbness of the structure. In 
this method, the effective length of each member is equal to the member’s true length, 
so that the effective length factor, K, is always equal to 1.0. (The direct analysis method 
is discussed in this book’s Chap. 7, Steel Column Design. Chapter 13 includes practice 
problems for both methods. For problems on the direct analysis method, use the actual 
length of the member; for problems on the effective length method, multiply the 
member length by the appropriate effective length factor, K.) 
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Other significant changes to the fourteenth edition include the following.1 

• In Chap. B, width-to-thickness ratio requirements have been reorganized into 
two tables. Table B4.1a is for members subject to axial compression, and  
Table B4.1b is for members subject to flexure. (Width-to-thickness 
requirements are discussed in this book’s Chap. 5, Steel Beam Design.) 

• In Chap. D, some modifications have been made to the table of shear lag 
factors, Table D3.1. Requirements for gross and net section areas have been 
moved from Chap. D to Chap. B. (Shear lag factors and gross and net section 
areas are discussed in Chap. 4, Tension Member Design.) 

• In Chap. F, the equation for the lateral-torsional buckling modification factor, 
Cb (Eq. 5.3 in this book), has been modified. (This and related subjects are 
discussed in Chap. 5, Steel Beam Design.) 

• Chapter G establishes a minimum required moment of inertia (Eq. 11.33 in this 
book) for stiffeners with tension-field action. (Stiffeners are discussed in 
Chapter 11, Plate Girders, and the moment of inertia requirement is illustrated 
in Ex. 11.1.)  

• Chapter H adds a new section discussing the rupture of flanges with holes 
subject to tension under combined axial force and flexure. (Combined forces 
are discussed in Chap. 8, Combined Stress Members.) 

• Chapter I has been extensively reorganized, and new provisions for the design 
of composite members have been added. (These are discussed in Chap. 12, 
Composite Steel Members.) 

• In Chap. J, high-strength bolts are now classified as Class A or Class B rather 
than by ASTM specification number. The shear strength capacity of high-
strength bolts has been increased by approximately 12.5%. (High-strength bolts 
and the new classifications are discussed in Chap. 9, Bolted Connections.) 

• In Chap. K, new provisions for the design of hollow structural section (HSS) 
and box member connections have been added, and the complicated 
requirements have been reorganized into a series of tables for easier reference. 
(HSS and box member connections are discussed in Chap. 10, Welded 
Connections, and the solution to Ex. 10.4 illustrates how to use the tables in 
Chap. K.) 

Minor changes made in the fourteenth edition include the following. 

• The W36 × 800 shape has been deleted. 
• Four HP18 sections have been added. 
• Six HP16 sections have been added. 
• For about one-third of the W shapes and about two-thirds of the angles, small 

changes have been made in cross-sectional area. 

  

                                                      
1For a more detailed description, see Eric J. Bolin, Thomas J. Dehlin, and Louis F. 
Geschwindner, “A Comparison between the 2005 and 2010 AISC Specification,” Engineering 
Journal, First Quarter 2013. 
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Table I.1  List of Practice Problems in Chap. 13 

problem topic page 

1 W-column capacity with weak axis reinforcement 13-2 

2 single angle truss tension member 13-5 

3 double angle truss compression member  13-7 

4 anchor rod moment capacity with combined shear and tension 13-9 

5 rectangular HSS with biaxial flexure 13-12 

6 composite concrete-encased steel column 13-15 

7 composite concrete-filled HSS column 13-18 

8 composite steel W-beam 13-22 

9 increasing W-beam capacity by installing intermediate support 13-29 

10 biaxial flexure on pipe 13-32 

11 welded connection for eccentric load on flange bracket 13-37 

12 plate girder bearing stiffener 13-38 

13 column base plate 13-43 

14 single angle flexural capacity 13-46 

15 W-column with biaxial flexure 13-48 

16 rectangular HSS beam with biaxial flexure 13-51 

17 W-hanger with tension and biaxial flexure 13-52 

18 weak axis flexure for built-up H-section 13-56 

19 shear capacity for rectangular HSS 13-59 

20 net section for staggered holes (chain of holes) 13-60 

21 tensile capacity for HSS with holes 13-63 

22 torsional capacity of rectangular HSS58 13-65 

23 welded connection for gusset plate subject to tension and shear 13-66 

24 shear capacity for composite concrete-filled HSS 13-68 

25 welded connection, single angle tension member to gusset plate 13-70 

26 bolted connection, single angle tension member to gusset plate  13-72 

27 tension flange reduction for holes 13-74 

28 shear stud design for composite beam 13-76 

29 W-column subject to compression load and biaxial flexure 13-77 

30 plate girder: web-to-flange weld 13-80 

31 single angle compression 13-83 

32 combined torsion and flexure on rectangular HSS 13-86 

33 bolted moment connection analysis 13-90 

34 strong axis flexure for cantilever beam 13-94 

35 W-column with strong axis bending 13-98 

36 bolted connection for eccentric load on flange bracket 13-101

37 bolted connection for gusset plate subject to tension and shear 13-103
 




